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ISAAC R. BRUNN

We recently received an inquiry from a woman concerning a San Bernardino pioneer merchant by the
name of Isaac R. Brunn. She wanted to know whether we had any photographs or historical information
we could share with her on the Brunn family. Brunn does have a biography in L. A. Ingersoll's Century
Annals of San Bernardino County, which includes a photo, another biography in Western States Jewish
Historical Quarterly, January 1983, and a third in San Bernardino County Supervisors 1855-1999 (and
subsequent editions) written by John Funk, but the biographies in this publication are fairly brief and
repetitive of the earlier histories.
Brunn was born in Prussia in 1836 and came to Los Angeles probably in 1856. He moved to San Bernardino in 1857 and became a partner with merchant Louis Jacobs. He soon began a partnership with
Charles F. Roe. Brunn & Roe’s was ideally located at the intersection of Third and D Streets, where the
retail action was centered. The freight wagons stopped there, Starke's Hotel was across the street, the
telegraph office was next door. The photograph below gives an idea of the excitement that must have
accompanied the arrival of freight and passenger wagons.

Freight wagons outside Brunn & Roe's in the 1870s
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While reading through these biographies, as well as news clips and other miscellaneous data collected
by those stalwart researchers Arda Haenszel and Mary Lewis, it became evident that Brunn was a very
prominent man in San Bernardino. He served in elected positions: County Supervisor in the 1870s, and
City Trustee (comparable to a councilman) in the following decade. He owned many valuable
properties, and his name appears as a major investor in several business enterprises, including the
Stewart Hotel. He was a charter member of the Masons in San Bernardino and of the Knights of Pythias.
In 1871 it was announced in the San Bernardino Guardian that Mr. Brunn had decided to relocate to San
Francisco. Fortunately, he changed his mind and spent the next several decades here in San Bernardino,
only retiring to San Francisco in 1911 at the age of 75.
While I was preparing the family photo (below) for this newsletter, historian Rich McInnis came into the
library. Somehow we got onto the subject of Brunn, and McInnis mentioned that during his study of
early San Bernardino saloons and other establishments that specialized in alcoholic drinks, he had run
across Brunn’a name. In fact, he had collected an impressive amount of data on Brunn's activities along
that line. Brunn was a partner in the operation of Starke's Hotel in the 1860s and later ran a business
specializing in fine liqueurs and spirits. Some of the advertising for this business still survives. Maybe
we can convince Mr. McInnis to write something more detailed about Isaac Brunn and his family.

Isaac R. Brunn family (read left to right):
Top Row: Sam Livingston, Isaac Benjamin, Harold Brunn.
Middle Row: Estella (Stella) Brunn Livingston, Edith (Eda) Brunn Benjamin,
Isaac R. Brunn, Dora Brunn with Carl Livingston on her lap.
The Four Boys in front: Harold Benjamin, Lex Benjamin (sitting behind),
Morris Benjamin, Brunn Livingston.

DAVE RUTHERFURD PHOTOGRAPHS

Collector Dave Rutherfurd has been most generous in his donations to the Historical and Pioneer
Society. He has given us many 8 x 10 and 8-1/2 x 11 photographs, printed in excellent detail, as well as
numerous—probably hundreds—of digitized photographs. Recently he acquired a collection of
photographs of the Joseph Brown family, which he copied and gave to us. There are two photographs of
Joseph, one of Henrietta, and several of their two daughters. Below are two pictures from the collection.
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CourtesyDaveRutherfurd

Joseph Brown, son of John Brown, Sr.

Henrietta Kerfoot Brown

LORD FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS

Gary Lord, descendant of our Society’s charter president George Lord, Sr., was in recently with several
more of his family photographs. These represent later generations of the famly. Following are two of the
pictures.

Courtesy Gary Lord

Miles, Cole and Lord Grocery, 1061 Fifth Street
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Courtesy Gary Lord

Lord’s first dry cleaning building in 1916, on the same lot as the grocery store (above)

RICHARD McINNIS PHOTOGRAPH

Historian Richard McInnis donated this photo of the Meter Repair Shop at Southern California Gas
Company. His grandfather Elmer McInnis became superintendent of the repair shop for 40-Plus years.

Courtesy Richard McInnis.

Meter Repair Shop at Southern California Gas Company, ca 1916-1919.
Elmer McInnis, second row center, with a gas meter sitting on his knee.
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PAULINE STILES PHOTOGRAPHS

Following is one of five photographs of accomplished San Bernardino author Pauline Stiles, donated by
John and Rauna Surr. Miss Stiles was a cousin of John’s mother. John and Rauna also donated a scrapbook of theater concert programs from the turn of the 20th Century.

San Bernardino author Pauline Stiles
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HELEN SILLS PHOTOGRAPH

Helen Sills donated this photograph that belonged to her grandparents, who lived in San Bernardino
during the late 1890s and early 1900s. Helen does not know who the person is in the picture, or why her
grandparents saved it. She thought we might like to have it because it was taken in San Bernardino.
The photograph is a fine example of the work of early San Bernardino photographer Alfred Horace
Rogers. For information on Alfred Rogers, see the January 2010 newsletter on the Society’s website:
http://sbhistoricalsociety.squarespace.com/storage/Library%20News%20January%202010.pdf

Unidentified photo taken by San Bernardino photographer A. H. Rogers

Saving The Past For The Future Since 1888
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